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MORNINGTON JFC
SOUTH

Another great day of weather greeted us for a full day of footy at Citation
last weekend and once again our club didn’t disappoint. There were
some wonderful results put on the board by some of our teams across
the day, and once again the feedback from opposition sides about our
facilities and our competitiveness on the ground is positive.
As mentioned in the last Tiger Tales, the Committee are working really
hard to raise funds for our digital scoreboards at the ground – so
please keep an eye out over the coming weeks for social events and
fundraisers within the club. Your help and support is appreciated and
the sooner we can achieve our goal with the scoreboards the better.
There are some major functions approaching in the next month or so,
but also there is a family meal night after our Skills Clinic this month,
some Friday night games to come (debuting the new lights on the
top oval!!) and our New Bar will be re-opening Friday nights after
training from this week onwards; all opportunities to get down and
enjoy the social aspect of our new rooms and raise some money for
the scoreboards.
Thanks once again to all the wonderful mums in the club who were on
hand on Mothers’ Day to help out as always – and we can all rest easy
this weekend with a full round of away games. Have a great weekend
of footy and we will see you all back at home for round 5!!!
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MORNINGTON JFC
SOUTH

PLAYERS CODE OF CONDUCT

MPJFL PLAYERS CODE OF CONDUCT
1. Abide by the rules of the game and rules set down by your coach, club and league.
2. Never argue with an official or umpire.
3. Control your temper. Verbal or physical abuse of officials, umpires, spectators or
other players, deliberately distracting or provoking an opponent is not acceptable
or permitted.
4. Work equally hard for yourself and your team. Your team’s performance will benefit,
so will you.
5. Be a good sport. Applaud all good players whether they be by your team, opponent
or the other team. Be proud to walk off the ground after each game knowing that
you have given your best effort and never involve yourself in an argument with
opposing players, umpires or officials.
6. Treat all players, as you would like to be treated. Do not interfere with, bully or take
unfair advantage of another player. Your involvement to play is for fun and enjoyment
and that winning is only a part.
7. Co-operate with your coach and teammates and respect the ability of your opponent
Without them there would be no game.
8. Play for the ‘fun of it’ and not just to please parents and coaches.
9. Avoid use of derogatory language based on gender or race.
10. Adhere to the MPJFL Smoke Free Policy at all times.
INSURANCE AND CLAIMS
SMJFC has Platinum Insurance Cover with JLT Sport Insurance www.
jltsport.com.au.
This
provides
full
Ambulance
cover
plus
90%
reimbursement of out of medical expenses to a maximum of $7500.00.
Parents
1. It is preferable that parents and guardians are present on Game Day
2. If you are unable to be present you must inform the Team Manager that day of your
contact number and be contactable at all times.

PARENTS CODE OF CONDUCT

MPJFL PARENTS AND SPECTATORS OF JUNIOR FOOTBALL CODE OF CONDUCT
1. Encourage children to participate if they are interested. However, if a child is not
willing, do not force them.
2. Focus upon the child’s effort and performance rather than the overall outcome of the
event. This assists the child in setting realistic goals related to their ability by reducing
emphasis on winning.
3. Teach your child that honest effort is as important as victory so that the result of the
game is accepted without undue disappointment.
4. Encourage your child to always play by the rules.
5. Never ridicule or yell at your child for making a mistake or losing a competition.
6. Remember your child should be involved in football for their enjoyment, not yours.
7. Remember your child learns best from example. Applaud good play by both your
team and by members of the opposing team.
8. If you disagree with an official or umpire raise the issue through the appropriate
channels rather than questioning the official’s judgement and honesty in public.
9. Remember most officials give their time and effort for your child’s involvement.
10. Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from junior sporting
activities.
11. Recognise the value and importance of volunteer coaches. They give their time to
provide recreational activities for your child and deserbve your support.
12. Support your club officials in maintaining the highest standard of behavior both on
and off the field for the betterment of the league and your family. Offer assistance
to the team that your child is playing in so that every opportunity is being provided
for the very best supervision and support. Your involvement will give both yourself
and your child far more satisfaction.
13. Avoid use of derogatory language based on gender or race.
14. Adhere to the MPJFL Smoke Free Policy at all times.
Smoking BY-LAW 2 Smoking will be banned within 10 metres of an organised outdoor
underage sporting event including; breaks or intervals in play during the event or
training session
Alcohol BY-LAW 3 No Alcohol is permitted at any MPJFL Event without the
sanctioning of the League Executive.
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U9’S YEL LO W

M ATC H R E P O RT
SOUTH MORNINGTON VS ROSEBUD

COACH:		
TEAM MANAGER:
TRAINER:		
RUNNER:		

Paul Curry
Cass Van Der Zwan
James Grover
Lee Windsor

AWARDS:

Coaches award – Harper Kannangara
Pizza voucher – Jack McGregor
Player of the day award – Josh Winsor
Footy Cards – Kai Hayward

HIGHLIGHTS
•
Seeing the continued improvement from the whole team
•
The ‘never give up’ attitude being displayed right to the end of the game
•
Having the instructions, the players were given at the breaks being followed
in the next quarter
This week we played away again, and everyone was there nice and early at 7:30… even if
the mums were feeling a bit hard done by. Hopefully the boys looked after you mums with
a nice foot rub or some peace and quiet later in the day.
WORD FROM THE COACH:
The boys put in a great effort against a team that contained a lot of second year U9’s. There
were some very encouraging passages of play as they worked the ball out of the back line
and all the way into the forward line. The ball was locked in our attacking 50 for most of the
final quarter. Jethro and Xavier seemed like they had identical twins, they were everywhere
in the final quarter and Jack ran in and took an amazing mark to keep the ball in the forward
half. Unfortunately, we weren’t quite able to finish it off once we got within range of goal,
but it shows that we can get into a scoring position and that there was definite improvement
as the game went on. If we keep this up, we will be scoring regularly in no time.
There were some great marks taken and I loved the effort that was put in to chase and put
pressure on the Rosebud players when we didn’t have the ball Josh was really active in
defence during the first half when the ball spent a lot of time down there, Hudson and Ed
were involved in some 2 or 3 on ones and came away with the ball. Lawson was our captain
today and had a great start to the game playing in the ruck for the first quarter. He managed
to get a few hitouts and get the ball to his teammates. Isaac, never stopped running and
was involved in loads of contests, this resulted in him being awarded the Opposition Game
Day Award by Rosebud.
Harper was involved through out the game and he showed impressive consistency, never
giving up and getting some good kicks away while under pressure. Kai offered to play
for Rosebud as they didn’t have the numbers, well done mate for showing some great
sportsmanship.
Finally a big thank you to all of the helpers and supporters who came out to cheer us all on
so early on Mother’s Day.

MORNINGTON JFC
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U10’S

M ATC H R E P O RT
SOUTH MORNINGTON V MT. MARTHA RED @ HOME

COACH:		 Tim Wilcox, Jabyn Hogarth
TEAM MANAGER:

Sarah Somdercerff

TRAINER:		

Nick Kurts

RUNNER:		

Shane Mottram

PLAYERS
1. Lincoln Somdercerff
2. Jack Mathews
3. Isacc Flynn
4. Patrick Hose
5. Ralston Brenner
6. Dane Hogarth
7. Ben Hellier
8. Xavier Mottram
9. Baylin Wilcox
10. William Kidson
11. Ethan Lamble
13. Lachlan Hose
14. Hayden Kurts
15. Owen Burgess
16. Romeo Portelli
17. Jimmy Irons
18. Chase Lawson
19. Xavier Bushell
20. Charlie Alexander
21. Harry Hade
22. Will Griffiths
23. Jack Searle
24. Thomas Burge
25. Hunter Blackmore-Flower
26. Austin Nagle

CAPTAIN:

Jimmy Irons

AWARDS:

Coaches Award: Xavier Mottram
Pizza Award: Patrick Hose
Canteen Award: Baylin Wilcox
Choc Award: Hunter Blackmore-Flower
Trigger Award: Dane Hogarth

WORD FROM THE COACH:
WOWEE!!! 2 wins in a row…
A home game on Mother’s day was much appreciated by all after the long journey
down the Peninsula last weekend. The day was perfect for footy, no dew on the
deck and a balmy (for Melbourne) Autumn day greeted us as our Tigers started
arriving at the Den for the 3rd round of the Season.
Xavier M was terrific today- put his head over the ball and chased down the loose
ball. Hunter was strong with his run and carry of the ball, his run out of full back
and half way down the field was perfect and just what we asked him to do! Patty
was a leaping marking machine! Taking high flying marks and sending the pill
forward on countless occasions. Baylin’s attack on the ball in the last quarter was
OUTSTANDING! His relentless effort to get the ball was remarkable. Dane was
heavily outnumbered 3 to 1 in the back line and laid a bone jarring bump to save
an almost certain goal… Well d one to all these boys and the rest of the teamespecially those who selflessly offered to go and play with the Mt. Martha team as
they were short in numbers.
It’s great to see the continued progression in all the boys, remember in order to
improve it’s important for ALL boys to get to training each week, and practice,
practice, practice every chance you get!
WHO ARE WE? TIGERS!
WHAT DO WE DO? ROAR!!!

U12’S B L ACK

MORNINGTON JFC
SOUTH

M ATC H R E P O RT
SOUTH MORNINGTON BLACK 9.9.63 V RYE 9.3.57

COACH:
ASSISTANT COACH:
TEAM MANAGER:
TRAINER :
RUNNER :

Jason Mathers		
Peter Hellier, Brad Paris
Ravi Kannangara
Adam Childs
Craig Corfield

PLAYERS
1 Jye Hickson
2 James Hilli
3 Lenny Childs
4 Will Marsh
5 Kobe Paris
6 Thomas Lamble
7 Dustin Corfield
8 Thomas Hose
9 Javier Merchan
10 Patrick Ross
11
12 Nate Hogarth
13 Jordan Barr
14 Jack Hewitt
15 Tom Mathers
16 Cooper Kannangara
17 Logan Drake
18 Jackson Mills
19 Zac Hellier
20 Sebastian Davies
21 Jake Klarenbeek
22
23 Jacob Chamberlin
25 Noah Thompson
32 Daniel Fensome

CAPTAINS:
AWARDS:
GOALS:

Seb & Jimmy
Javi (medal), Nate, Dusty, Seb, Jimmy, Lenny, Tom L, Daniel
Hosey 3, Jimmy 2, Will 2, Javi 1, Zac 1

WORD FROM THE COACH:
WELL DONE SEB 50 GAMES!
Wow what a start to the game, we were switched on from the start which was good
to see. Seb playing his 50th game was instrumental in getting the team off to a
good start. Seb is so tenacious in the centre square and is always looking to get the
centre clearance for the team. Javi was tough all day, he really gave his all to every
contest he was in, and if he didn’t win the ball the he made it as difficult as he could
for the opposition while providing a focal point up forward . A 5 goal lead at ½ time
was fantastic but as a team we didn’t take our chances and let Rye back into the
game. Scores were level in the last quarter and Nate stood up, with clearance after
clearance which eventually led to Hosey finishing the game off with a classy goal to
put us in front. Dusty continues his good start to the season with another consistent
game knocking up possessions and clearances at will. Jimmy was moved around
the ground a bit, and was always in the game especially proving very dangerous up
forward with 2 goals. Lenny again was tireless in the ruck and on many occasions
set our mosquito fleet off with first use of the ball, while at times roving his own ruck
work. Tom L is improving every week and has a happy knack of finding the ball, but
most importantly tackles with purpose. Daniel is another player that has had a very
good start to year and is relishing his role in the backline.
As discussed with the team we have team rules as so we have something to
concentrate on especially when the game gets close.
See you at training:
Jason
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U12’S YEL LO W

M ATC H R E P O RT
STH MORNINGTON UNDER 12 YELLOW 6.6.42 DEF CRIB POINT 1.5.11

COACH:
ASS. COACH:
TEAM MANAGER:
RUNNER:
TRAINER:
PLAYERS

John Styling
Mick Barden
Kelly Pass
Duncan Sibley
Tim Gilbert

GOALS:

Ryder Collins 2, Jackson Styling 1, Jack Hogan 1, Matthew Sibley 1,
Ozzie Armstrong 1

BEST:

Finn Sibley, Ozzie Armstrong, Barnaby Slocombe, Kai Stynes,
Reece Cameron, Jack Hogan

WORD FROM THE COACH:
This week we travelled to Crib Point for the game against the home side who had
started the season in good form. This game was going to be a good gauge of
where we are in the pecking order.
As we have in the previous two weeks we started with big Zach Oakley in the ruck,
Zach was getting the hitouts but they were getting sharked by the Crib Point on
ballers who realised his potential. Fortuninately we had placed Ollie in the back line
and he propelled their early ventures forward and Trav Barden picked up countless
possessions. In the last part of the quarter we started working as a team and after
repeated forward entries Ryder roved a pack and snapped a smart goal. Crib Point
to their credit kept us honest not allowing our run on game to get going.
The second quarter started with our on ballers struggling to break away as cribby
matched us tackle for tackle as both teams swammed the packs. Each side had
their chances with neither putting a goal on the board despite some great passages
of play. Jake Paas and Barny were active up forward as our mids banged the ball
forward. Ozzie was clean with his hands and the two Kais were at the bottom of
packs as we clawed ourselves forward. At half time we were a goal up with the
game even with no-one giving an inch.
I don’t know what Dom put in the oranges but we came out and blew the game
apart in the third with Finn and Reece raining the forward line with footballs. Five
goals resulted with Ryder kicking his second followed by Matty, Ozzie, Hoges and
Jacko, all the result of our mids giving us first use. Our kicking to position and smart
use of handball had Cribby flat footed as we showed we are going to be a force
to reckon with in 2019. Every player put their hand up when it was their turn as we
totally dominated the quarter.
The last saw us play solid footy as Crib Point tried to get back in the game but with
Ollie Lynas and James holding fat we repelled their best efforts. In the end we kept
them to 1 goal for the game which was a great defensive effort. Our teamwork is
getting better every week and with the challenge of the undeated Mount Martha
next Sunday we will need to step it up a notch again.

U13’S

MORNINGTON JFC
SOUTH

COACH:
ASS. COACH:
TEAM MANAGER:
RUNNER:
TRAINER:

G. Mills
C. Sommer
J. Grover
A. Cox
C. Robert

M ATC H R E P O RT
SOUTH MORNINGTON

15 - 21 - 111 DEF TYABB

10 - 4 - 64

GOALS: K.Sommer 5, H.Hayes 3, Ryan 2, E.Carr 1, K.Grentell 1,
S.Maccoora 1,O.Mcdermott 1, J.Mills 1, H.Tomms1.
COACHES AWARD: Henry Hayes - Congratulations on your 50th Henry.
WORD FROM THE COACH:

PLAYERS
1 Brodie Moss
2 Tyson Grinter
3 Ethan Cullen
4 Henry Hayes
5 Kai Sommer
6 Oliver Zielezna
7 Forbes Grover
8 Ryder Russell
9 Jacob Cox
10 Sebastian Friend
11 Ethan Carr
12 Oskar McDermott
13 Ryan Arlove-Muscat
14 Luke Reidy
15 Djaya Purnormo
16 Harvey Robert
17 William Surridge
18 Shane Fitzsimons
19 Harrison Toms
20 Samual Maccora
21 Gabe Bieber
22 Jesse Mills
23 Charlie Webster
24 Liam Chalmers
26 Liam Brendenberg
36 Kyle Grentell

Another great effort from the boys AGAIN!
Trailing at quarter time, we gathered the boys in at the break and just spoke
about a few key points we needed to improve on. Well they sure did that piling
on 5 goals in the second and another 7 goals in the third. Unfortunately we
kicked 1 goal 12 points in the last quarter, lucky for Tyabb the score could of
been a total blowout.
SPECIAL MENTIONS
•

Brodie Moss - Continues to grow and played awesome in the ruck.

•

Henry Hayes - Great game in your 50th

•

Jesse Mills - His work of the ball and around packs.

•

Shane Fitzsimmons - Another solid game winning one on ones.

•

Gabe Beiber - Fantastic when moved onto the wing.

•

Will Surridge - Tough around the ground

Keep up the good work boys! We train HARD We play HARD!!!
“GO GET’M TIGERS EAT’M ALIVE”

MORNINGTON JFC
SOUTH

U14S BLACK

M ATC H R E P O RT

COACH		 Cameron Bell

STH MORNINGTON 15-7-97 DEF SOMERVILLE 0-7-7

TEAM MANAGER

GOALS: Patrick 9, Noah, Harry VR 2, Archer, Josh

TRAINER		
RUNNER 		

		

FIGHTING FURY MEDAL: Paddy for kicking 9 goals and being dominant up
forward all day. Marked everything.
WORD FROM THE COACH:
Happy Mothers Day
We welcomed Somerville to our new digs with an 8.30 start and the lights on.
First quarter as predicted with a very physical 20 mins and high congestion.
11 points up at the first break.
Second quarter we dominated them with some solid run and carry and managed to
get the ball forward to Paddy who was on fire marking everything and he kicked 4 for
the term. 41 points up at the main break.
The second half Somerville seemed to be frustrated that we were dominating them
and they tried to go full physical on us, but our boys are tigers who stick together and
play for each other so we responded accordingly, we hooked in and played some
footy!!
Kept Somerville goal less and ran out with a 90 point win.
Most pleasing today was the way we responded when challenged, the score board
really didn’t reflect the way the game was played.
Next week we have the unique opportunity to play under the lights on a Friday night
at Pearcedale then we face Rye and Mt Martha. A big few weeks coming up for our
boys !!
Get to training boys and let’s build it together.
Thanks to all the parent helpers who fill each role and make our team and club run
smoothly.

MORNINGTON JFC
SOUTH

COACH:
ASSISTANT COACH:
TEAM MANAGER:
TRAINER :
RUNNER :

U14’S YEL LO W

Nathan Lenowry 		
Simon Goosey
Tim Mckenzie
Rob Murray
Johnno Kohlman

PLAYERS
1 Harrison Goosey
2 Lachlan Styling
3 Archer Murray (C)
4 Harley Boles
5 Marcus Edelston
6 Caleb Hooton
7 Fletcher Kohlman
8 Leon Brancatisano
9 Mason Kohlman
10 Jake Mckenzie
11 Hunter Lenowry
12 Christian Ortanzogolou
13 Rory Wagner-Watts
14 Jackson Haitana
15 Sam Mannering
16 Xavier Burham
17 Lewis Withall
18 Sam Westworth
19 Lucas Demo
20 Archie Richards
21 Ethan St Ange
22 Zepplin Nicholls
23 Jake Simmons
24 Jake Burham
25 Jarvis Hinz
33 Ty Cull

M ATC H R E P O RT

SOUTH MORNINGTON 8.9.57 DEF RED HILL 2.4.16
GOALS:

Lochie S, Jake S 2, Hunter L, Leon B, Lewis W, Harley B 1.

BEST:

Jackson H,Archer M, Hunter L,Jake S,Zeppelin N, Christian O,
Sammy W,Ethan SA

HIGHLIGHTS:
•

Lewis, Archer and Jarvis showing the potential I have asked for,now to do it for
longer periods.

•

Hardness at the contest.

•

Backline working hard together

•

Lochie & Jake kicking a couple of great goals each.

WORD FROM THE COACH:
We were back at home after the bye and ready to redeem ourselves after a poor
showing round 1,up against Red Hill/ Sorrento looking to play some good footy.
It was a real scrappy affair as they put a lot of numbers around the contest which
we didn’t use the ball well enough to open them up to our advantage we used the
ball well at stages but over used the ball with too much handballing around the
ground,the forward entries were good but we didn’t capitalise on the scoreboard,we
will take the win but will need to improve if we want to mix it with the big boys,still
some positives regardless but let’s take it up another gear against Hastings this week.
Thanks always to all the helpers on the weekend,
Happy Mother’s Day again to all our wonderful Mums

MORNINGTON JFC
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U15’S

COACH		

Craig Collins

TEAM MANAGER

		

TRAINER		
RUNNER 			

M ATC H R E P O RT
SOUTH MORNINGTON 10.13-73 DEF HASTINGS 7.8-50
GOALS:

Ned 4, Ethan, Kyle 2, James, Ziggy 1

BEST:

James, Brody, Ronan, Ziggy, Ned

WORD FROM THE COACH:
Football it always challenges you!!! This week the boys were up against Hastings,
who we had played in a preseason game and had won comfortably. The
challenge this week for the boys was to bring the intensity and mindset of the
first two weeks, as there had been signs, at training, during the week that this may
not happen.
Fair to say Hastings jumped out of the blokes and kicked the first two goals, to
the boys credit they responded and had the next 9 scoring shots to kick 4.5 at
quarter time. The next two quarters can be summed up by “bad kicking is bad
footy”, 5 goals 8, and plenty of inside forward fifty entries. To Hastings credit, they
were not going away and kept cracking in and in the final quarter got on top in
general play. This was helped due to some ill-discipline, players not adhering to
team rules and not manning up when Hastings won the footy- the controllables
we spoke about pre game.
The positive was the win and hopefully that the team learnt a lesson about the
challenges of football.
This week another challenge in the form of Sommerville, who will be up for the
contest, and played off in last year preliminary final.
Plus as always thanks to all the helpers at training and on match day.
Cheers Collo

MORNINGTON JFC
SOUTH

U17’S

COACH		 Trevor Quint
ASSIST. COACH

Matt Crosling Peter Scott

TEAM MANAGER

Phil Kennedy Lesley Lee		

TRAINER		

Michael Betts

RUNNER 		

Peter Daniel		

PLAYERS
1 - Pat Lane
2 - Josh McCabe
3 - Kaleb Cullen
4 - Mitchell Kennedy
5 - Jackson Daniel
6 - Riley Pickett
7 - Corey Marshall
8 - Jack Mottram
9 - Callum McCracken
10 - Corey Ablett
11 - Hunter Groves
12 - Tyson Clarke
13 - James Lee
14 - Noah Crosling
15 - Kyle Benallack
16 - Joel Goss
18 - Max Scott
19 - Ethan Betts
20 - Josh Richardson
21 - Jack Loorham
23 - Flynn Doyle
24 - Jack Crowe
25 - Kyle Goodingham
33 - Max Gallienne

M ATC H R E P O RT

SOUTH MORNINGTON

Although we went down today to a quality opposition it was a
very solid 4 quarters of football by the team. We dominated and
convincingly won the last quarter which was a brilliant way for us to
finish off the game.
Some good form is building amongst the group and we head into
next week with a showdown against Sorrento full of confidence.
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